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Discover places with Finderous
Published on 06/27/12
Finderous 1.0.1 is a new location based iPhone application that facilitates discovery
about any place in the world. It makes use of anonymous/public questions and answers as
the medium for interactions among its users. People can now interact with people in other
places and know about an issue or information. All that one needs to do is to choose a
location on the map, ask a question at that location, and the answers will follow from
people in that particular region.
San Jose, California - Finderous, a new concept discovery through questions and answers
mobile app, now has twitter and photos integration to facilitate sharing of photos with
people around places.
Many people would want to know something about different places of the world and for all
those who are interested in getting this information, Finderous is a boon. With the help
of the mobile application, people can now interact with people in other places and know
about an issue or information. All that one need to do is to choose a location on the map,
ask a question at that location and the answers will follow from people in that particular
region. One can also follow or unfollow a particular location at any point of time.
In order to post questions and to answer them, one need not furnish their personal details
or name. The conversation can be carried on with anonymity. The question could be of any
range and can cover about food, vacation, classes or just about anything. This is
definitely a unique concept and has already garnered huge attention and appreciation from
all corners. It is all set to get big as it has introduced inclusion of photos as well.
When photos are included in questions, it gets noticed more and gets more replies.
Finderous allows following a number of places at a go and provides with the facility to
search and follow questions. Questions can be asked targeting city, county, state or
country level and the answers can be expected from the places where it has been posted.
Michael, who used Finderous says, "Finderous is the best discovery method available
online. It has helped me to find answer for many questions and also facilitated sharing of
information that I knew."
Device Requirements:
* iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4, iPhone 4S, 3/4G iPod touch and iPad
* Requires iOS 5.0 or later
* 3.1 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Finderous 1.0.1 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Social Networking category. For more information related to this iPhone mobile application
and its features, visit Finderous online.
Finderous 1.0.1:
http://www.findero.us
Download From iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/finderous/id520384764
Screenshots:
http://blog.findero.us/?p=120
App Icon:
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Finderous was founded by Vikrant Ramteke in 2011 in dreams with a great aim of making it
big in discovery mobile apps. Copyright (C) 2011 Finderous. All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries.
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